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Large size note history[ edit ] approximately 7. Interest Bearing Notes , featuring a portrait of Salmon P. This
note is nicknamed a "jackass note" because the eagle on the front looks like a donkey when the note is turned
upside down. National Gold Bank Notes , featuring a vignette of Benjamin Franklin flying a kite on the left
and liberty and an eagle on the right, were issued specifically for payment in gold coin by participating
national banks. The back of the bill featured a vignette of U. The United States Note was revised. The blue and
green tinting that was present on the obverse was removed and the design on the reverse was completely
changed. The reverse, unlike any other federally issued note, was printed in black ink and featured the word
SILVER in large block letters. Ten-dollar Treasury or "Coin Notes" were issued and given for government
purchases of silver bullion from the silver mining industry. The note featured a portrait of General Philip
Sheridan. The reverse featured an ornate design that took up almost the entire note. The reverse of the
Treasury Note was redesigned because the treasury felt that it was too "busy" which would make it too easy to
counterfeit. The famous United States Note featuring portraits of Meriwether Lewis on the left, William Clark
on the right, and an American bison which is sometimes erroneously noted as being Black Diamond, the Bison
which was depicted on the reverse of the Indian Head Nickel. This United States Note was the only one to
mention the legal provision that authorized its issuance. The reverse featured an allegorical figure representing
Columbia between two Roman -styled pillars. The note initially had a red treasury seal and serial numbers;
however, they were changed to blue. The obverse was similar to the Federal Reserve notes except for large
wording in the middle of the bill and a portrait with no border on the left side of the bill. Each note was an
obligation of the issuing bank and could only be redeemed at the corresponding bank. Under the Series of , all
U. The car parked outside of the Treasury Department building is based on a number of different cars
manufactured at the time and was the creation of the Bureau designer who developed the artwork that served
as a model for the engraving, because government agencies were prohibited from endorsing any specific
manufacturer or product, according to a bureau of engraving and printing pamphlet. As an emergency
response to the Great Depression , additional money was pumped into the American economy through Federal
Reserve Bank Notes. The serial numbers and seal on it were brown. This issue, with the series date of , was
not widely released into general circulation. The redeemable in gold clause was removed from Federal
Reserve Notes due to the U. Phrasing on the certificate was changed to reflect the Silver Purchase Act of
Special World War II currency was issued. This was done so that the currency could be declared worthless in
case of Japanese invasion. These notes, too, could be declared worthless if seized by the enemy. Even though
the notes read Series , the first bills were printed in July The major changes were a revised portrait of
Hamilton and a revised vignette of the U. Treasury building, now facing front. The reverse features small
yellow EURion 10s and have the fine lines removed from around the vignette of the United States Treasury
building. These notes were issued in series A with Cabral - Snow signatures. The first notes were printed in
July Many believed that Hamilton, as the first Secretary of the Treasury, should remain on U. Currency in
some form, all the while acknowledging that U. Currency was long overdue to feature a female historical
figure â€” names that had been raised included Eleanor Roosevelt , Harriet Tubman , Susan B. Anthony and
Rosa Parks. This led to the Treasury Department stating that Hamilton would remain on the bill in some way.
Because of this, it appears that a redesigned twenty-dollar bill featuring Tubman might not be released until
years after the original release date.
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It is also challenging. Twenty dollars represented a very large sum of money in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. Furthermore, the quantities of twenty dollar bills printed is usually a fraction of other smaller
denominations. Those two factors make some of these bills very difficult to locate. If you have the time and
checkbook, then there really are a lot of fun ways to collect old twenty dollar bills. A lot of people like a set by
year. Other collectors focus on the major design types shown above. People who are really into history often
focus on portrait collecting. However, before there were nine different men on the twenty dollar bill. It is an
interesting read and answers a lot of questions about who is on what. There are lots of rare twenty dollar bills
printed during the s. There are lots of unique or semi-unique notes once you factor in star and mules.
However, when it comes to design types then the gold certificate and the demand notes are the rarest. Many
legal tender notes from the series of are also common. However, there is an exception for every rule. We
would still encourage you to ask us about your specific note even if you think it is common. It is a one year
issue and it is very popular collectors call it The Technicolor note. The front is especially colorful. It is barely
years old. However, most examples are worth low five figures. That is an easy one. It is also a very fun series
to collect. There are many seal types, serial numbers, different backs, and even stars notes. Prices range from
hundred to thousands of dollars. In order to get any kind of accurate appraisal on your twenty dollar bill you
will need to have scans or digital photos of the note. We actually prefer digital photos against a white
background. That usually makes the note easiest to grade. Ask a couple of different people who specialize in
currency for their free opinion. If you have a huge collection you might have to pay, but most people are
willing to give a free appraisal for a handful of items. I never recommend buying any collectible money as an
investment. There are certainly safer plays like a mutual fun or CD. However, most old twenty dollar bills are
traditionally undervalued compared to other denominations. Then skip ahead to the correct decade and then
you can pick the exact year:
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Mint MT A card with no flaws or wear. A Mint card does not have print spots, color imperfections, or focus
imperfections. Any one of the following would lower a Mint card to Near Mint: The card must have original
gloss and original color borders. The card may have no more than two of the following: The card must have
original gloss. The card may have a small amount of original gloss lost, rough edges, slightly discolored
borders, minor print spots, color imperfections, and focus imperfections. The card may have a few light
creases. It has much more severe damage than a Good card and may have rips or pieces torn off. It is severely
damaged far more than a Fair card and is almost unrecognizable. You can figure out the centering of a
Garbage Pail Kids card by measuring the white border width of the card on left and right sides. Add those two
values together and then divide one value by the total, multiply by , and round to the nearest integer. You can
subtract the value obtained from to get the other value. Do the same to get the centering for the top and bottom
of the card. A card that is miscut would shows part of another card on its larger border. It is better to use a
measuring scale with quite a few divisions such as millimeters, but using centimeters or fractions of an inch
will work, also. After some practice, you can estimate the centering of a card by eye, but you may want to take
the time to get the exact number if you are grading the card or describing its condition to someone you will be
selling or trading the card to. Example of determining the centering of a card: The left border measures 2. The
total is 8 cm. The right side is minus The top border measures 4. Again, the total is 8 cm it can vary from card
to card. The bottom is minus Corners A corner with a touch of wear is one that is still sharp but on close
examination shows a slight bit of wear. This is easier to notice on a card with a colored border, where a spot of
white will show on the corner. A fuzzy corner is one that shows a slight bit of fraying but still comes to a
point. A slightly "dinged" corner is considered the same as a fuzzy corner. A slightly rounded corner is one
where the fraying is more severe, and the corner barely comes to a point. A "dinged" corner is considered the
same as a slightly rounded corner. A rounded corner is slightly layered so that no corner point is visible. A
badly rounded corner is severely layered and is completely round and rough. A light crease is one that is
barely noticeable upon close inspection. A medium crease is one that is noticeable at arms length but does not
detract from the overall appearance of the card. A heavy crease is one that has seriously broken the cards
surface. Topps Chewing Gum, Inc.
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AbeBooks is usually a good place to start. Or, use the form below to search AbeBooks. Look at the results
very carefully. Compare your book to the details of each book listed, comparing the publisher, year published,
edition, condition, and any physical description of the book. The details are important: A signed book may
command a somewhat higher price ; how much, if any, will depend upon whether or not the signature is in
demand. Again, pay close attention to detail, comparing what you have to what is advertised for sale. The
current retail value of your book is probably somewhere in that neighborhood. Also, remember that asking
prices are not always selling prices see below for information on how to understand and interpret the prices
you find online. Well, there could be a good reason; it could be a more desirable copy of the book. Or, he may
be just trying to take advantage of the notion some people have that expensive must be better. There are a
number of these type of sellers out there. A good bookseller will be glad to answer your questions. Or, contact
a local auction house if you believe your books may be very valuable. However, for a first edition to have
value, there must be a demand for it. Some books are published in such huge quantities that first editions are
very common. Another example would be a small-press or mimeo publication by a much-collected poet. In
that case, the supply remains low while demand for rises. If it has flaws, it will usually be worth significantly
less than a copy in excellent fine condition. Book collectors tend to be fussy about such things and will pay a
premium for a copy that looks like it just left the printing press. There are rare exceptions. It all just depends
on the book and current market conditions. Only when you have a clear understanding of its condition can you
go on to determine an approximate retail value. Understanding Book Prices So, you want to find out the value
of your book. Or, maybe you want to figure out a particular used book is priced reasonably. Prices of books
offered online and in brick-and-mortar shops will vary quite a bit. Where to Sell Your Books Got a few books
to sell? There are various ways to do so. Prices realized vary widely. Your local used-book shop, whether
general or in a specialty area. You may be able to find a bookseller â€” perhaps in a specialty area relating to
your book â€” online. Some dealers are loath to buy books online they like to see them in person before
buying , but many are open to buying books and ephemera that way. If you have many books to sell, and are
adept at describing them accurately using common bookselling terminology, you can sign up as a dealer at a
bookselling venue such as Abebooks. See our article, 10 places to sell your books online. Large lots of
desirable books may be saleable at a local auction house. If you have valuable books, you might contact
Pacific Book Galleries , a specialist auction house in San Francisco. Consider that while you may or may not!
Think of yourself as a wholesaler. A few especially large, chain used bookstores may pay less. A book is only
worth what someone is willing to pay. They may even be looking for books to resell on eBay, where books
will typically sell for much less than they would in a specialty bookshop. When not at Empty Mirror, you can
probably find her reading or writing -- or out exploring the back roads and beaches of Washington State.
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There are now two watermarks. A large numeral "5" watermark is located in a blank space to the right of the
portrait, replacing the watermark portrait of President Lincoln found on previous bills. A second watermark
â€” a new column of three smaller "5"s â€” has been added and is positioned to the left of the portrait. The
embedded security thread runs vertically and is now located to the right of the portrait. The letters "USA"
followed by the number "5" in an alternating pattern are visible along the thread from both sides of the bill.
The thread glows blue when held under ultraviolet light blacklight. Because they are so small, these
microprinted words are hard to replicate. Red and Blue Threads: Some small red and blue threads are
embedded into the paper to reveal if a higher denomination counterfeit bill has been printed on the bleached
paper of a genuine lower denomination bill. The reverse of the five-dollar bill has two rectangular strips that
are blanked out when viewed in the infrared spectrum, as seen in this image taken by an infrared camera. The
back of the five-dollar bill features sections of the bill that are blanked out when viewed in the infrared
spectrum. Bills of other world currencies, such as the Euro , also feature unique patterns visible only when
viewed in this spectrum. Small yellow "05"s are printed to the left of the portrait on the front of the bill and to
the right of the Lincoln Memorial vignette on the back. The zeros in the "05"s form a " EURion constellation "
to prevent photocopying of the bill. Photocopy machines detect the particular pattern of yellow circles and
refuse to make a copy. Some machines make a record of the illegal photocopy attempt, which a repair
technician may report to law enforcement. The five dollar bill lacks the Optically variable ink of higher
denomination US bills. The most noticeable difference is the light-purple coloring of the center of the bill,
which blends into gray near the edges. The Great Seal of the United States , featuring an eagle and shield, is
printed in purple to the right of the portrait and an arc of purple stars surround both it and the portrait. When
the Lincoln Memorial was constructed the names of 48 states were engraved on it. On the back of the bill, a
larger, purple numeral "5" appears in the lower right corner to help those with visual impairments to
distinguish the denomination. Both engravings have been enhanced. The changes would add new features to
combat counterfeiting and make them easier for blind citizens to distinguish. Lew said that while Lincoln
would remain on the obverse, the reverse would be redesigned to depict various historical events that had
occurred at the Lincoln Memorial. Among the planned designs are images from the Martin Luther King, Jr. I
Have a Dream speech and the concert by opera singer Marian Anderson. National Gold Bank Notes were
issued specifically for payment in gold coin by participating banks. The obverse featured vignettes of
Christopher Columbus sighting land and Columbus with an Indian Princess; the reverse featured US gold
coins. The series United States Note was revised. The green tinting that was present on the obverse was
removed and the design on the reverse was completely changed. Grant on the obverse and five Morgan silver
dollars on the reverse. Five-dollar Treasury or "Coin Notes" were issued and given for government purchases
of silver bullion from the silver mining industry. The reverse featured an ornate design that occupied almost
the entire note. The reverse of the Treasury Note was redesigned because the treasury felt that it was too
"busy" which would make it too easy to counterfeit. The reverse of the Silver Certificate was revised; the 5
Morgan silver dollars were removed. The famous " Educational Series " Silver Certificate was issued. The
entire obverse was covered with artwork representing electricity and the reverse featured portraits of Ulysses
Grant and Phillip Sheridan. The note initially had a red treasury seal and serial numbers; however, they were
changed to blue. The obverse was similar to the Federal Reserve Notes, except for large wording in the middle
of the bill and a portrait with no border on the left side of the bill. Each note was an obligation of the issuing
bank and could only be redeemed at the corresponding bank. The reverse featured the Great Seal of the United
States. Small size note history[ edit ] 6. Under the Series of , all small-sized notes carried a standardized
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economy through Federal Reserve Bank Notes. The serial numbers and seal on it were brown The redeemable
in gold clause was removed from Federal Reserve Notes due to the U. Special World War II currency was
issued. This was done so that the currency could be declared worthless if there was a Japanese invasion. These
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